Compressive Imaging: Structure, Sampling, Learning

Accurate, robust and fast image reconstruction is a critical task in many scientific, industrial and medical applications. Over the last decade, image reconstruction has been revolutionized by the rise of compressive imaging. It has fundamentally changed the way modern image reconstruction is performed. This in-depth treatment of the subject commences with a practical introduction to compressive imaging, supplemented with examples and downloadable code, intended for readers without extensive background in the subject. Next, it introduces core topics in compressive imaging – including compressed sensing, wavelets and optimization – in a concise yet rigorous way, before providing a detailed treatment of the mathematics of compressive imaging. The final part is devoted to the most recent trends in compressive imaging: deep learning and neural networks. This highly timely component provides, for the first time, a readable overview of these nascent topics. With an eye to the next decade of imaging research, and using both empirical and mathematical insights, it examines the potential benefits and the pitfalls of these latest approaches.
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Preface

The objective of compressive imaging is to develop algorithms for image reconstruction that exploit the low-dimensional structure inherent to natural images to achieve higher-quality reconstructions from fewer measurements. This structure has been used in image compression since the 1990s. But it was not until the 2000s, which saw the advent of the related field of compressed sensing – introduced in the work of Candès, Romberg & Tao and Donoho – that it began to be exploited in the context of image reconstruction. Nowadays, compressive imaging is a large and vibrant subject, spanning mathematics, computer science, engineering and physics. It has fundamentally altered how images are reconstructed in a variety of real-world settings. Classical linear reconstruction techniques have in many cases been replaced by sophisticated nonlinear reconstruction procedures based on convex, or sometimes even nonconvex, optimization problems. Practical applications include Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI), X-ray Computed Tomography (X-ray CT), electron or fluorescence microscopy, seismic imaging and various optical imaging modalities, to name but a few. The field continues to evolve at a rapid rate, with the most recent trend being the introduction of tools from machine learning, such as deep learning, as means to achieve even further performance gains.

Objectives of this Book

This book is about compressive imaging and its mathematical underpinnings. It is aimed at graduate students, postdoctoral fellows and faculty in mathematics, computer science, engineering and physics who want to learn about modern image reconstruction techniques. Its goal is to span the gap between theory and practice, giving the reader both an overview of the main themes of compressive imaging and an in-depth mathematical analysis. A consistent theme of the book is the insight such mathematical analysis brings, both in designing methods in the first place and then enhancing their practical performance.

The book consists of 22 chapters, plus appendices containing various prerequisite materials. It is divided into five parts. Part I is a practical guide to compressive imaging, supported by many numerical examples and downloadable code. It is intended for readers without extensive background in the subject. Part II systematically introduces the main mathematical tools of compressive imaging, including conventional compressed sensing, convex optimization and wavelets. Parts III and IV are devoted to compressed sensing theory and its application to image reconstruction, respectively. Finally, Part V
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consider the most recent trends in compressive imaging, namely, deep learning and neural networks. It provides an overview of this nascent topic and includes both mathematical and empirical insights.

This book contains many numerical examples. A companion software library, CIlib, has been developed by Vegard Antun (University of Oslo). It contains a broad set of functions and tools for experimenting with various compressive imaging techniques. It is available at

https://github.com/vegarant/cilib

or through the book’s website:

www.compressiveimagingbook.com

This library also includes code for reproducing most of the figures in the book.
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